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Summary 

 
This paper derives a theory of the effects of economic growth on public spending, with 
repression acting as channel through which growth affects spending. The underlying model is 
tested on data for a broad panel of countries and the results indicate that democracies spend less 
than non-democracies. Positive economic growth is found to influence public spending 
differently than negative growth and the effects vary with both expenditure composition and 
regime types. A robust finding is that positive economic growth leads to a decline in defense 
spending across nations, while negative growth causes the opposite. When the countries are 
classified by regime types, the results show that positive growth causes a significant decrease in 
defense spending in anocracy (with little decreases in other regimes), while negative growth 
leads to an increase in democracy and very little changes in others. Nondefense spending across 
nations is little sensitive to economic growth, positive or negative. These conclusions are 
sensitive to narrowing the definition of anocracy or autocracy but a broadening strengthens them 
by increasing the precision of the coefficient estimates. Taking democracy in the comparison, the 
results indicate that positive growth depresses overall public spending at low level of 
freedom but enhances it when a moderate level is already attained. Thus the expenditure 
response to positive growth is nonlinearly related to freedom with a U-shaped pattern (a 
contrast to negative growth).This  pattern can be considered as a reasonable outcome of a 
decision-making process, whereby self-interested politicians (democrats and non-democrats) 
seek to maximize their electoral support subject to the budgetary constraint. As noted earlier, 
positive growth leads to more electoral support for the regime. Thus an autocrat can reduce 
loyalty-generating government spending, releasing more resources for personal consumption and 
long-term growth oriented projects to further increase his power. An anocrat on the other hand is 
less interested to increase power and therefore he can use more resources for personal 
consumption, thereby greatly reducing government spending. A democrat utilizes additional 
revenues resulting from positive growth to further increase loyalty by spending on nondefense. 
  The results reveal two important restrictions on the coefficient estimates: (a) The decrease in 
defense spending in autocracy during positive growth is larger than the decrease when 
growth is negative (similar for the increase in nondefense spending);(b)The expenditure-
response to growth (positive or negative) is lower in autocracy than anocracy. The results 
suggest that an autocrat has a different expenditure policy during positive and negative growth 
than an anocrat, which contradicts Mulligan et al. (2004).Because of the asymmetry in the effects 
of positive and negative growth on government expenditure under different regimes, a cross-
sectional regression between government expenditure share and growth rate of GDP will not 
necessarily reveal the true impact of growth on spending. It is likely misleading to pool across 
regime types in investigating the relationship between growth and public expenditure, and that 
using fixed effects would not suffice. Thus the data from different kinds of non-democratic 
countries should not be pooled without allowing the coefficients to vary with regime types. 

Besides economic growth other factors, such as institutions and cultural background of a 
country, can make a difference in the expenditure policy in various regimes. This study finds that 
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a nondemocratic country, with British or French origin, is more successful in restraining public 
sector growth than others. An autocracy, with good economic policy, seems to spend more on 
defense but less on nondefense. An autocrat can use education as a form of indoctrination, in a 
manner not possible in a more democratic society. He can then deduct the amount spent on 
education (needed to generate a given amount of loyalty) from defense spending. The 
expenditure share of nondefense in autocracy tends to rise as education spending increases. 
Economic prosperity and ethnic fractionalization can both lead to a reduction in overall spending 
in a nondemocratic country (except some increase in defense spending in anocracy).A 
democratic country which is formally a federation spends more on both defense and nondefense 
than others. A largely-populated democracy can provide nondefense services more efficiently 
than a similar autocracy. Nondefense spending is also higher in a rich country than a poor one. A 
democratic country, where majority of the people are Muslims or Christians, allocates fewer 
funds on defense spending (a contrast to non-democracy).  
 
A Theory of Expenditure-response to Economic Growth:  
 
The derivation of the theory of expenditure-response to growth is based on the optimizing 
behaviour of the government, whose main objective is to stay in office. A democratic 
government can remain in power as long as it can command political support from majority of 
voters. Anocrats are generally less stable and seek to maximize personal consumption as long as 
they are in power. Autocrats on the other hand are more interested in maximizing stability and 
power, keeping personal consumption at a given level. They can also seek power to achieve 
some specific goals, such as to leave a legacy by incorporating their ideologies in government 
economic policy. 
 

Assume democracy as bench mark and focus on the distinction between anocracy and 
autocracy, each deriving power from loyalty and repression: π = π (L, R)            
where the supply of loyalty capital (in inverse form):PL = P(L, R, EP, GND)           
Repression is likely positively related to defense/security spending, price of repression, 
economic performance of the regime, and education used as a form of indoctrination. R=R (PR, 
EP, ED, GD)     By substitution get: π = π (, PR, PL, EP, ED, PI, GD, GND), where PI is an index of 
economic policy involving inflation, trade openness, and trade shocks. Autocrats and anocrats 
both maximize utility: U =U (π, PC), where personal consumption PC is a part φ of fiscal 
residuum ( a surplus of national income over the cost of government,(NI-B)). B = (PL L +PR R) + 
B1 (GD, GND, Z)                                  where Z represents other exogenous cost factors (e.g., 
political institutions, corruption, and miscellaneous country-specific factors).  
 
An autocrat maximizes U by maximizing the Lagrange function: ω = π + λ {PC*- φ (NI-B)} 
yielding G= G (PR, EP, ED, PI, NI, Z)                                                          
An anocrat maximizes U by maximizing PC for given π* or alternatively minimizes the 
Lagrange function: η = B - λ {π (, PR, PL, EP, GD, GND) - π*} yielding G= G (PR, EP, Z)  
 
With positive growth NI increases, L increases and an autocrat reduces GD and little change in 
GND. During negative growth R increases and GD rises. GND. may increase. An anocrat uses 
maximum of increased fiscal residuum during positive growth, thereby reducing spending. 
During negative growth R and GD both rise. 
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Proposition: Positive economic growth induces a decline in defense spending across regimes 
while negative growth leads to the opposite (growth having little effect on nondefense 
spending).  
 
TABLE 1: POOLED OLS ESTIMATION OF THE EFFECTS OF GROWTH ON 
DEFENSE, NONDEFENSE, AND TOTAL EXPENDITURE (Full sample with outliers 
removed: t-ratios in parentheses) 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
   Type of expenditure       Total           Defense      Nondefense   
                           _________________    ______________    ______________ 

 Regressions              (1)     (2)         (3)         (4)        (5)       (6)                                   
Variables 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Constants               23.351*  27.119*    1.707*  2.081*  25.383*  25.578* 
                          (6.79)  (7.65)   (1.99)   (2.44)   (7.53)   (7.51) 
 
Total growth rate    -1.163  - 1.259  0.408   -    -1.621   -  

(-0.31)  (-0.35)  (0.44)      (-0.47) 
 

Positive growth rate    -     -      -   -3.803*    -    -3.641   
(-2.99)       (-0.58) 

 
Negative growth rate    -     -      -    2.099*   -    -0.813  
                      (2.01)       (-0.21) 
 
Democracy dummy      -      -8.209*     -0.129  -0.163  -7.804*   -7.758* 

(-3.42)  (-0.23)  (-0.29)   (-3.46)  (-3.45) 
 
Primary schooling       0.058*    0.061*   -0.008*  -0.009*  0.070*   0.069* 
                        (2.75)      (2.97)    (-1.96)   (-2.23)  (3.52)   (3.48) 
 
Secondary schooling     0.013     0.016   0.002   0.001   0.015   0.015 
                         (1.01)    (1.24)    (0.51)  (0.31)  (1.23)   (1.23) 

 
Ethnic fractionalization   -0.043**   -0.051*   -0.003  -0.003  -0.048*   -0.049* 
                          (-1.92)    (-2.35)   (-0.61)  (-0.61)  (-2.37)   (-2.37) 
 
Economic development   -5.292*   -6.545*   -0.659*  -0.725*  -5.939*   -5.961* 
           (-3.92)    (-4.57)    (-2.39)  (-2.63)  (-4.26)   (-4.28) 
 
British origin         6.315*     6.646*  1.375*   1.526*  5.458*   5.464* 
                       (3.42)      (3.37)    (2.35)   (2.59)  (2.98)   (2.98) 
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French origin        -1.712      -2.262  0.436   0.484   -2.262  -2.662 
                   (-1.00)    (-1.34)    (0.96)  (1.08)  (-1.69)   (-1.68) 

 
Muslim country     3.219*     2.833**  0.096   0.138   2.794**  2.808** 
               (2.04)     (1.86)   (0.25)  (0.36)  (1.91)   (1.92) 
 
Christian country     0.788      0.619    -0.381  -0.417  0.946   0.942 
                       (0.64)      (0.52)    (-1.13)  (-1.25)  (0.82)   (0.82) 
 
Federal country       0.955     1.101    1.458*  1.545*  -0.419   -0.376 
                     (0.65)     (0.78)    (3.84)  (4.08)  (-0.31)   (-0.28) 
 
Country size          -0.14*    -0.010**  -0.003*  -0.003  -0.007   -0.007 
(Population)        (-2.84)     (-1.85)    (-2.36)   (-2.26)  (-1.37)   (-1.34) 
 
Price of repression    1.353*  1.330*   0.546*   0.602*  0.664   0.686 

(2.14)  (2.10)   (3.34)  (3.67)  (1.12)   (1.15) 
 

Economic policy    -0.272*  -0.598*   0.160*   0.150*  -0.762*   -0.775* 
(-1.97)  (-2.07)   (2.45)   (2.29)  (-2.75)   (-2.81) 

 
National income     0.009   0.047   0.005   -0.001  0.046   0.046 

(0.09)  (0.49)   (0.19)  (-0.02)  (0.51)   (0.50) 
 

R 2   (adjusted)       0.678       0.689      0.265   0.295   0.672   0.674 
 
Observations              432       432    432    432   432    432 
 
χ2 (10 Degrees of freedom) -     -    -    1.169   -    0.066   
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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TABLE 2: POOLED OLS ESTIMATION OF DEFENSE AND NONDEFENSE 
EXPENDITURE REGRESSIONS (By political regimes: t-ratios in parentheses) 

__________________________________________________ 
Regime type    Democracy           Anocracy              Autocracy 
   (FR)         (+6 to +10)           (-5 to +5 plus           (-10 to -6)                 
                          -66, -77, &-88)  
        _________________  _________________  _________________ 
         Defense Nondefense  Defense Nondefense  Defense Nondefense  
Variables                        
Constants        5.139     7.323     1.550*     35.468*   5.362*     26.129*                                          
 (1.44)     (0.88)     (4.10)      (12.31)     (4.76)      (4.28)   
        
Positive growth  -9.103    18.724    -3.986*  -9.899    -2.643     1.030 
                 (-1.19)    (0.94)      (-3.19)   (-1.12)    (-1.35)      (0.10) 
 
Negative growth  13.244*   -15.168    0.757      -0.837    -0.483    0.060 
                  (2.63)     (-1.27)     (1.00)      (-0.01)     (-0.35)    (0.05) 
 
Primary          -0.025    0.088     -        -        -0.010**   0.055** 
Schooling        (-1.14)    (1.17)                    (-1.74)    (1.75) 
 
Secondary       0.002     0.018      -       -       -0.009  0.048 
Schooling        (0.21)    (0.76)                 (-1.26)    (1.46) 
 
Ethnic           0.018    0.004     0.007     -0.069*     -0.020*   -0.074* 
Fractionalization (0.80)     (0.09)    (1.58)      (-2.19)      (-4.66)    (-2.58) 
 
Economic    -1.728   -1.114  0.609*  -4.989*   -2.317*   -5.083** 
Development   (-0.67)   (-0.15)    (2.12)    (-3.03)    (-4.22)    (-1.78)                        
  

British origin      4.162     -0.974      -0.026    -2.132    -3.309*   3.815 
                  (1.43)     (-0.25)     (-0.06)      (-0.69)     (-5.05)     (1.18) 
                                                      
French origin       0.358     7.903    -0.523**  -11.351*   -1.056    -2.185                                                   
                  (0.20)     (1.64)      (-1.71)      (-4.71)     (-1.55)     (-0.73)  
 
Muslim country  -5.457*   8.215    0.554**    2.595      0.152   2.504 
                 (-2.42)    (1.73)      (1.83)     (1.24)      (0.26)    (0.87) 
 
Christian country -2.737*   2.769      0.370      2.058    -0.139    1.021 

(-2.68)   (0.95)  (1.55)     (1.22)     (-0.31)    (0.46)  
 
Federal country   4.745*    3.339*    0.349    -3.307**   0.552     -0.043 
                  (3.63)    (3.40)      (1.34)     (-1.81)    (0.87)     (-0.01) 
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Country size     -0.004  -0.022*    0.006     -0.034    -0.013      0.256* 
 (Population)    (-1.07)    (-2.72)     (1.50)      (-1.31)     (-0.58)     (2.47) 
  
Price of     1.015   2.740     0.357*      1.166     0.590*    0.342 
Repression   (1.67)    (1.74)    (2.32)     (1.14)   (3.12)     (0.37) 
 
Economic policy -0.290   1.386**  -     -     0.348*   -1.240* 

(-0.40)   (1.83)            (3.15)   (-2.10) 
 

National    -0.069   0.547*   -     -    0.027   0.223 
Income     (-0.74)   (2.17)           (0.65)   (1.15) 
 
R 2 (adjusted)    0.353     0.901      0.542       0.722     0.885      0.873 
(Observations)   102       102        246         246       84          84 
                           


